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JLMBC Monthly Meeting 
May 12, 2020 

Minutes 
 

Joint Labor/Management Benefits Committee – *William Elarton-Selig, Chair, JLMBC 
MEMBERS 
James Bradley, SEIU Local 99 

*Ruby J. Newbold, AFT 
Administrator, AFT College Staff 
Guild, Local 1521A 
Otto W. K. Lee, LAHC/President, 
Administrative Representative 
*Ernesto Medrano, LA/OC 

Building & Construction Trades 
Council 
*Joanne Waddell, President, L.A. 
College Faculty Guild, Local 1521 
*Bruce Hicks, SEIU Local 721 

ALTERNATES 
*Dr. Celena Burkhardt, 

Teamsters Local 911 
Mercedes Gutierrez,  
Director of HR, Administration 
 

RESOURCES TO THE JLMBC 
Dr. Albert Román 

*Leon Marzillier, Retiree 
*Laurie Green, Retiree 
*Fern Reisner, Retiree 
*Claudette McClenney, SEIU 
Local 721 
Leila Menzies, Management 

Association 
Kenneth Taira, Adjunct 
*Katrelia Walker, ESC, Human 
Resources 
*Leo Costantino, Risk Manager 

Valencia Moffet, Director of 
Business Services 
*Sharon Hendricks, Retirement 
Liaison, AFT 1521 

 

VISITORS/SUBSTITUTES—Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. (*Marcos Morales, *Mirna 
Medina, *Candace Bo, *Rachel Parker), *Isabel Alejandro (IT), SEIU (Shawn 
Tramel, Mary Vanginkle), *Joseph Cartwright, Steven Butcher, *Priscilla Lopez 
(Teamsters Local 911)  

 
*Indicates “Present” 

 
The Benefits Committee meeting convened at 9:38 a.m. 
Location: Educational Services Center—6th Floor Conference Room,  

770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90017 
 
The meeting was called to order by Bill Elarton, Chair. 
 

Approval of Agenda 
 
Agenda is approved.  

 

Convened to Regular JLMBC Meeting 

 

Approval of Minutes 
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Minutes are approved. 

 

Discussion/Follow-Up Reports 

A. Fall Newsletter Drafts 

Rachel begins by explaining the drafts are in their final stages with e 
exception of grammar and minor details but everything is still on track. 
Rachel explains there are still two more meetings with the drafts. Rachel 

says at the July meeting they should have the final, ready for approval draft 
and will have it sent to the printer the Friday after the July meeting. Rachel 
says this will allow for mailing in late July to early August.  

Rachel begins walking through the active newsletter. Bill asks Katrelia if 

dates are set for the health fair in case they are able to go back in the fall. 
Katrelia says there are not dates yet and she is waiting on confirmation that 
CalPERS is setting their dates. Bill asks if they cannot do in person health 
fairs, will there be zoom meetings. Katrelia says yes and shares that she is 
trying to set up virtual meetings with the carrier to allow for the 

presentations and question and answer sessions, even if classes are 
physically back on site. Katrelia then shares the official open enro llment 
dates of Monday September 21st through Friday October 16th. Joanne asks if 
that is earlier than usual. Bill says it’s actually a little bit later and adds their 

conference will be on the 18th.  

Rachel moves on in the newsletter, going through the plans available and 
which they may have to pay for. Bill wants to make sure the asterisk and 
footnote are very clear and stand out on the plans that will require a 

financial contribution. Bill wants to make sure people are clearly informed 
and understand. Sharon points out there is also a box on the front page. 
Joanne wants to know how many ways can they draw attention to it. Bill 
thinks where having it on the cover and here should be good for the 
newsletter. Joanne wants to know if when people are signing up, can there 

be some sort of notification when they pick one of these plans. Bill says that 
could be a recommendation from the JLMBC to IT. Leo says he has a call 
with Andy and will add that to his questions. Bill says that is also a fail-safe 
because if they are not planning to make changes, they won’t go into the 

portal to see that message. Bill suggests maybe putting in on the first 
paycheck stub so people know what they are doing. Sharon asks if there is 
an email sent about open enrollment that it can be included in. Leo confirms 
and adds that is the purpose of his meeting with Andy and can get this going 

in the very first email. Fern reiterates the importance of telling people as 
many times as they can since people tend not to read everything. Bill agrees 
and believes they are doing all they can. Fern agrees as well. Bruce says a 
joint Labor letter has been sent out before about this issue and thinks they 
should send out another one letting people know what’s going to happen. Bill 
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thinks that’s a great idea and will add it to his list as soon as the MBA is 
settled and they know exactly what is going on. 

Joanne notes that in the newsletter, in the chart of options on the PPO side 

the language and asterisk have been added to the one that will be above 
threshold but only the asterisk on the HMO side. Joanne wants to know if the 
language can also be added to the HMO options. Fern also suggests it be a 
different color, like red. Bill suggest removing the language from the chart 

and just have the red asterisks on those options and moving the language to 
below the table. Rachel says that would be no problem and says she can 
make it bold and all caps and also red if they would like. Bill suggests trying 
it in red to see what it will look like. Fern suggests a double red asterisk. 

Sharon asks if it makes sense to move the note to before the prescription 
drug information. Fern things it needs to stay with the chart. Bill thinks the 
structure and placement is good but just needs to stand out more.  

Rachel continues through the newsletter. Fern asks if all retirees are under 
the Medicare number for the OptumRx note. Rachel confirms. Rachel asks if 

the dental plan chart she has drafted looks like what they wanted in order to 
see the dental plans side by side, addressing Bruce’s request. Bruce says 
that does look like what he wanted. Claudette mentions she used to get this 
question all the time. Fern asks if there is still money toward an implant. Bill 

explains that is something currently being recommended for a plan 
alteration to the Delta Dental plan.  Bill says it hasn’t gone to the board yet 
since coronavirus has changed plans. Bill continues that they may get some 
pieces of it but not all now but they still have to go to the board. Fern also 

wants to know how they can increase the maximum allowance. Bill says that 
is also something they are working on and needs to go to the board but will 
depend on timing, as far as when that will happen. Bill adds part of the 
argument for keeping the HRA funds not as a use it or lose it design is 
because dental costs can be so high. 

Rachel moves on in the newsletter. Bill asks for a new picture on the 
dependent eligibility page to show different types of families and be inclusive 
of all types. Rachel agrees and continues on. Bill asks if Rachel will update 
any changes to the portal instructions. Rachel says if someone lets her know 

there are changes and sends the information, then she can change it. 
Sharon asks if Leo can ask that in his meeting with Andy. Bill says he is just 
anticipating the addition of a screenshot with the plan costs warning.  

At retirement sites section, Rachel asks if the committee wants to extend 

this section on to another page. Sharon recommends adding CalSTRS as 
well, as it’s currently missing. Sharon thinks highlighting the logging in to 
see your own information is important. Referencing the screenshots she 
sent, Celena says it can be kept simpler than what she sent. Celena says she 
is just shocked how many people have never logged in to see their benefits 

before. Sharon adds she hears that all the time unfortunately. Sharon feels if 
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people know about this information earlier on it is better. Bill says to add to 
the retirement sites and how to log in information, even if it adds another 
page. Leon wants to know if this information is being included in the retiree 

newsletters since this doesn’t have to do with post-retiree information. 
Rachel says she has left it out for that reason. Bill suggest Leon and Fern 
review it once it’s ready to see if it would be relevant to retirees. Joanne 
asks if it makes sense to highlight disability retirement. Sharon says both 

CalPERS and CalSTRS sites have clear tabs for disability retirement. Sharon 
suggests just highlighting they are included in this information. Claudette 
agrees. 

Rachel continues through the newsletter. Sharon addresses the healthy meal 

replacements, saying the suggestions, including margarine, seems outdated. 
Sharon acknowledges the information is from the American Heart 
Association, however with the varied diets these days, including keto, this 
goes against what some dieters are eating. Sharon suggests avoiding dietary 
recommendations. Bill agrees with Sharon and that the committee needs to 

be careful about the recommendations and should be removed. Bill suggests 
anytime they are making recommendations it should be pointing to a 
government agency. Rachel agrees to remove it and asks for replacement 
suggestions. Claudette suggests the meal circle recommendations from the 

government. Sharon suggests some sort of exercise article. Joanna suggests 
going to the FDA for nutrition information.  

Rachel moves on telemedicine, noting that right now, some of these copays 
and costs may be lower due to COVID-19 but wouldn’t suggest including 

that information as it would go back to these prices after.  

Ruby has a letter saying the newsletters will be going out in September and 
wants to know if that is correct. Bill says they are set to go out in August. 
Ruby says that was going to be her suggestion, too get all letters out by the 
second week of August to allow time before open enrollment to review the 

cost changes and benefits. Bill agrees and adds they were never supposed to 
go out in September and they have been successful in getting them out in 
August for the last 2 or 3 years. Ruby suggests then that the joint labor 
should let everyone know to look out for the newsletter before the second 

week of August. Ruby expresses it is important to give them time to 
thoroughly read the document. Bill agrees and says that is the intent and 
each representative should make sure to remind people to look for the 
newsletter so it doesn’t get lost.  

Rachel moves on to the glossary and contacts. Ruby says AFT 1521A should 
have an update on their contact by the 1st of June. Sharon asks to be listed 
under the resources as retirement liaison and include her email in case 
people have questions. Bill says that’s okay. Bill adds he will review for more 
changes to the district contacts. Priscilla says the teamsters just elected a 
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new president in July. Bill says they will verify the information before it goes 
out.  

Rachel moves onto the retiree newsletter. Bill asks when the deadline is for 

any major changes. Rachel says major changes were requested for 
submission by April 24th, however she can extend that to the Friday 
following this meeting. Rachel says for the adjuncts newsletter she will also 
be asking Leo and his team for assistance in updating according to new 

legislation. Rachel adds that details and grammar review is still under way 
so if those are found that might be why right now but feel free to send her 
any edits.  

B. HRA Retiree Letter Update 

Leo starts by sharing that WageWorks has the letter and is going through 
their review but it should be mailed out soon. 

C. Retirement Guidebook Update 

Leo shares that he received the draft from Mirna and will be reconvening 
with the task force next week but he will be emailing it out to them as well. 

Leo says they will have a week to review and offer notes.  

D. Identity Guard Update 

Leo says Gallagher has provided this service that will be on the agenda in 
July and hopefully approved as it is a no cost agreement. Bill asks if 

everyone is aware what Leo is referring to. Leo explains that currently they 
have elements of identity theft and protection through EAP and a couple 
different vendors but this is meant to be more proactive versus reactive. Leo 
says it has been offered through the rest of the year at no cost since people 

have enough to worry about without getting their identity stolen. Bill adds 
that since the district has moved to online and remote they are a little more 
exposed with pieces of their network outside the firewall that didn’t used to 
be there. Bill says it has been brought to them from Gallagher and will go to 
the board in July. 

Wellness Report 

A. Wellness Activities 

Katrelia starts with the zoom virtual marathon that closed on the 30 th. 
Katrelia says the prizes got lost from Kaiser so they had to be tracked down 

and should be distributed by the end of the month. Katrelia says the final 
rankings and winners will be sent out soon but have been delayed due to the 
district censorship.  

Katrelia says Kaiser has agreed to pay for the virtual wellness challenge to 

modify several behaviors that would help not gain weight while working from 
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home. The district will be offering three different behavior modifications 
including exercise from home and nutrition.  

Katrelia shares that the wellness events through ZomoHealth, Kaiser and 

Providence Health has received great and positive feedback, especially 
during COVID-19. Katrelia says the event would tentatively be mid-June 
through mid-July and has to end before August because CalPERS’s health 
plan stimulates that none of the health plan reps can provide gifts or goodies 

during the open enrollment season. Katrelia shares another wellness event 
will come up at the end of the month as well as in June from Providence 
Health.  

B. EAP RFP Update 

Katrelia shares that she reached out to the new owners, Involve, of the MHN 
product. Katrelia requested a rate pass and did receive it for the next plan 
year, allowing more time for the RFP for July 1, 2021. Katrelia says with all 
the unease right now they did not want to cause additional anxiety or stress 
due to carrier changes. Katrelia adds the RFC is going through smoothly and 

should have no issues with the July 1st new fiscal year.  

Joanne wants to know if there is a way to find out if there has been an 
uptick in the MHN utilization. Katrelia says there is and she will request that 
report from MHN. Joanne also inquires about the censorship Katrelia 

mentioned earlier. Katrelia explains there is a sort of emergency operations 
protocol happening right now and the district did not want her to bombard 
with emailing the information. Katrelia says she needs approval now on what 
is going out. 

Constituency Reports 

A. Retirees 

None   

B. Actives 

None 

C. Adjuncts 

None 

Closed Session 

None 

Discussion from the Floor 

None 

Action Items 
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Bill asks for all in favor of approving the recommendation of Identity Guard 
to the board. Action item is approved.  

Public Comments 

None 

 

The meeting adjourned at 10:59 AM. 

 

 


